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Controls
This is an explanation of the basic controls for the game. White text is for menu controls, pink text applies in Hero Town,
Story Mode, and Arcade Mode, and yellow text is for use in Battle.
Also keep in mind that the Directional Buttons and the Left Stick basically work the same way.
+ Button
− Button

Skip Dialog/Use Hero Switch/Pause

Open Help/View Status/Delete Hero
Avatar data (on the Avatar Select
screen)

X Button
Toggle Info/View Details/Hide
Details/View Rank/View List

A Button
Confirm

Left Stick

B Button

Select/Move/Move Card
Cancel/Back

Directional Buttons
Previous Page

Right Stick

Select/Move/Move Card

Scroll through text

Capture Button

Home Button

Touch Screen

Touch Screen Controls

Next Page

Y Button
This game utilizes touch screen controls. You can tap the screen to make a selection,
for example, or swipe to reorganize your cards.

ZL Button

View Details/Search or Sort/Select
All Cards

ZR Button
Page Forward

Page Back

L Button

R Button

Page Back/Change Tab

Page Forward/Change Tab

Return to Table of Contents
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Getting Started (1)
The title screen will appear once you agree to the terms and conditions after starting the game for the first time.
Choose whether or not to connect with the game server to get started.

Title Screen
The title menu will appear after you choose
whether or not to connect with the game server.
Connecting to this server will allow you to access
online content. If you choose No or are unable
to connect, you will be in Offline Mode
and unable to access some parts of the game.

Previous Page

Title Menu
To start playing, select New Game. If you'd like
to adjust the game settings, select Options.
Under Options you can set the volume of the
game (including voices) and background music,
as well as the rumble strength. The rumble
(vibration) function can be turned off or set
to weak, normal, or strong.

About Online Play
Connect to the Internet to enjoy playing with other people from around the world.
You will need to be part of Nintendo Switch Online to access online features.

Guidelines for Online Play
See your Nintendo Switch Owner's Manual for more information about Internet features.
Also, make sure to follow these guidelines while playing online:
• Act in accordance with all relevant terms, laws, and rules of conduct while playing.
• Do not disconnect in the middle of a match.
• Make sure you have enough time to play.
• Avoid playing in a way that may upset others. Be fair.
• If your account is banned by game administrators, you can lose access to online play.

Next Page

Note: We are unable to guarantee network service quality for this game. Depending
on the network environment, you may experience slowdown, data loss, disconnections,
or other errors. We also cannot guarantee that your own quality of network service
will be the same as that of other players.
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Getting Started (2)
Starting from the Beginning

Continuing an Existing Game

Select New Game to begin with the tutorial. Follow along with the tutorial to create a Hero Avatar
(your player character), and to name your Super Hero Robo.

Creating a Hero Avatar
Choose from one of the eight different hero races
to create your Hero Avatar!
Note: You can change your Hero Avatar further
along in the game.

Select Game Start and then choose your
Hero Avatar from the Avatar Select screen
to continue your game from where you left off.
You can have up to four Hero Avatars further
along in the game.

Deleting a Hero Avatar
You can press the − Button while in Avatar Select to delete a Hero Avatar and start over.
You can choose to either delete just the selected avatar or to delete all data.

Previous Page

Naming Your Super Hero Robo
As you continue through the tutorial, you'll get
a Super Hero Robo that will support you in battle.
When you do so, you'll be able to give it a name
of your choosing on the Name Entry screen.

Once changed, Hero Avatars cannot be reverted.

Next Page

Saving Your Data
This game uses an autosave function. Please do not quit the game
or shut down the system when the icon at the right appears. Also keep
in mind that at least 10 MB of free disk space is required to save the data.
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How to Play
This game features cards with illustrations of Dragon Ball characters that players can use to battle against each other.
Here, you will find details about the game's basic gameplay loop.

Selecting a Play Mode
You can enjoy fighting battles in one of five game
modes: Story Mode (p. 9), Network Battle (p. 12),
Hero Stadium (p. 15), Arcade Mode (p. 17), or
Creation Mode (p. 20). Play any mode by either
entering a corresponding facility in Hero Town
(p. 7), or by using a Hero Switch and then
selecting a mode (p. 7).

Previous Page

Obtaining Cards
Use the Gacha Tickets you earn in battles
on the Card Gacha in the Gacha Shop (p. 16).
The Card Gacha are a way to get more cards
for use in battle. Find powerful cards and use
them to build a stronger deck.

Winning Battles
You will fight battles using the deck you have
created. Use your cards to defeat your
opponents. Win battles in any mode to earn
EXP as well as items, Zeni (in-game money),
Gacha Tickets, and other prizes.
You can use the items you obtain in battles,
or equip them on cards. Earn powerful items
and use them to gain an edge in battle.

Deck Creation

Next Page

When you find a powerful new card, don’t forget
to add it to your deck in Deck Creation (p. 22).
When you find new types of cards, try combining
cards with different abilities, swap cards out
depending on the opponent, and edit your deck
to make it even more powerful.
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Hero Town (1)
Hero Town is where the story in Story Mode (p. 9) occurs.
You can enter facilities from the map, or use Hero Switches to play each mode.

Playing in Each Mode
You can play each mode by talking to people
or entering facilities in Hero Town. You can also
select modes to play by activating Hero Switches.

Hero Switches
Previous Page

You can activate a Hero Switch in Hero Town
by pressing the + Button. Activate a Hero Switch
to play a different mode or edit your deck.

Story Mode
(p. 9)

In this mode you can play through the story as one of the Dragon Ball Heroes.
Solve the mystery of anomalies occurring in Hero Town together with your
allies.

Arcade Mode
(p. 17)

This mode lets you battle legendary Super Warriors.
Do your best to complete every age.

Creation Mode
(p. 20)

Create cards and missions in this mode.
You can also play missions created by other players in online mode.

Network Battle
(p. 12)

Use this mode to enjoy Online and Local Battles.
You can also create stamps to use in Network Battle.

Hero Lab (p. 14)

Take on Hero Lab missions here, and play minigames.
You can also start Story Mode from the transfer device in the centre.

Hero Stadium
(p. 15)

Compete in tournaments of various ranks.

Shop (p. 16)

You can buy various items such as accessories and cards.

Title

Exits the game and returns to the Title Screen.

Deck Creation (p. 22)

You can create a deck using combinations of the cards you own.

Allies (p. 11)

Check the status of the allies who fight by your side in Story Mode,
along with the decks they use.

Next Page
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Hero Town (2)
Status

Hero Robo Data

Press the − Button in Hero Town to display the Status and check various information and items.

Hero Data
Check the status and play information for your Hero Avatar. Press the L and R buttons to check
Super Attacks and Abilities (p. 30) as well as Ultimate Unit Attacks (p.28). You can also change
a title with the X Button, or the Battle Type or Super Attacks with the Y Button (p. 28).
Play Time and Card Count
Hero Grade and Battle Rank
Play in Network Battle mode (p. 12).
Previous Page

Hero Avatar Skills

View your Battle Modules (p. 24). You can switch rounds
with the L and R buttons, select Battle Modules with
the Directional Buttons or the Left Stick, or switch
Battle Module information with the Y Button.
Also, you can press the X Button to view the list
in the Capture Log (p. 33).

Battle Collection
Check your Camaraderie Level with a Super Warrior
as well as the next Power of Friendship bonus you will
receive. You can also check the Super Dragon Balls
and Shenron Medals you have obtained by pressing
the X Button.

Check stats, abilities, Super
Attacks, and the Ultimate Unit
Attack.

Mr. Satanman

Item List
View all the items you have. You can obtain items in the Shop, as rewards from battles,
or from View Rewards (p. 21) in Creation Mode (p. 20).

Next Page

Talk to Mr. Satanman in Hero Town to learn all sorts
of different things.
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Story Mode (1)
In Story Mode you control the character who is the hero of the story while resolving the anomalies that occur in Hero Town.
Join forces with allies and resolve various anomalies.

Playing in Story Mode
While playing in Story Mode, you will complete
specific map areas while talking to different
characters.
Proceed through the map by completing both
Battle and Story squares. Once you complete
the last square in a scenario, the next story
will be unlocked.

Scenario Types
Scenarios include the Main Route scenarios that make up the main story as well as Another
Dimension Route scenarios, Side Story scenarios, and Sub scenarios.

Main Route Scenarios
These are the missions along the red route on the map. Complete these missions to make progress
in the main scenarios. To progress in Story Mode, complete missions in the Main Route scenarios.

Another Dimension Route Scenarios
Previous Page

Starting Story Mode
Either select Story Mode from your Hero Switch,
or examine the transfer device in the centre
of the Hero Lab screen. Start the story
by selecting the desired chapter and section
from the Story Selection screen. You can replay
completed squares as many times as you like.

In addition to the Main Route scenarios, you can also enjoy scenarios in another dimension.
Enter Another Dimension Routes from Another Dimension Route Branch squares (p. 10).

Next Page

Side Story Scenarios
These scenarios are played from the perspective of a different character than the usual hero.
To play a Side Story scenario, you will need to have the specified card.

Sub Scenarios
These are missions along a blue route on the map.
Play these to enjoy stories separate from the Main Route scenarios.
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Story Mode (2)
Viewing the Map Screen

Square Introduction

Control your Hero Avatar and move from square
to square. On some squares you will battle
enemies, whereas others have minigames.
Explore the map by moving between the various
types of squares.

Introduces a basic square. There are also special squares.

Viewing the Entire Map

Previous Page

Press the Y Button on the Map screen to display the entire map. While viewing the entire map,
you can confirm your current location, the locations of route characters, unlocked squares, and so on.
The Main scenarios will be shown as a red route, and the Sub scenarios will be shown as a blue route.

Story Squares

Move to these to progress through the scenario.

Battle Squares

Start battles here.

Another Dimension
Route Branch
Squares

You can travel to another map by meeting the conditions necessary
to enter these squares.

Capsule Squares

Get items on these squares. These squares come in two types
• Capsule Squares Revive the square by fighting in a certain number
of battles.
• Rare Capsule Squares Open these by satisfying the conditions.
You can only obtain these items once.

Gimmick Squares

Minigames and other events occur in which you can obtain items.
You can play events again after fighting in a certain number of battles.

Current Location
This is the current location of your
Hero Avatar.

Route Characters
These characters appear once you
have met specific conditions. Touch
them to trigger events.

Cursor

Locked Squares
Unlock squares by satisfying
the conditions.

Next Page

Special Battle Squares
Battle Squares include squares with normal battles as well as those with special battles featuring
teams, cooperation, and so on. Join forces with your allies and win victory in battles.
Team Battle Squares

Fight with two of your allies in three-on-three team battles.

Cooperative Boss
Battles

Fight with two of your allies in battles against one enemy at a time.

Move the cursor to an unlocked square
and select it to move your Hero Avatar
to that square. You can also view detailed
information by selecting a square
and pressing the X Button.

Return to Table of Contents
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Story Mode (3)
Selecting Allies
You will gain allies as you progress through
the story. Not only can you take up to two allies
with you at a time on the map in Story Mode,
you can also fight in battles using your allies’
decks. After selecting a Battle Square, select
the allies to fight with you in battle from the
Battle Member Selection screen. Note that
you cannot edit an ally’s deck.

Viewing the Allies Screen
Use the Allies screen to check the cards in an ally’s deck, or to change Super Attacks. You can also
select an ally and press the + Button in order to verify the level up rewards for Bond Power (p. 32).

Current Team
Select the allies to take with you.

Super Attack Setting

Checking an Ally’s Deck
Previous Page

You can check the cards in an ally’s deck by
selecting Allies in Hero Switch, or bey selecting
Deck Selection from Card Registration before
a battle. You can also check an ally’s deck from
the Pause menu during a battle.
Also note that the number of decks you can
use will increase whenever your Bond Level
with an ally reaches a certain level (p. 32).

The Super Attack you can use
in a battle. Press the Y Button
to change this.
Status

Abilities (p. 30)

Check the current Bond Level, HP,
Power, and Guard.

Use the L and R buttons to switch
the view.

Next Page

Changing Super Attacks
Once your Bond Level with an ally reaches
a certain level, you will learn a new Super Attack
that you can use in Story Mode battles. To change
the Super Attack of an ally, select that ally
and press the Y Button in order to display a list
of Super Attacks. Select the Super Attack from
that list.

Return to Table of Contents
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Network Battles (1)
You can face other players in battle whether online or offline.
Playing online, however, will also allow you to participate in special tournaments that are only held on certain occasions.

Online

Types of Battles

Connect to a game server to battle players
from around the world under a variety of rules.
Choose Online under Network Battle, then select
the type of battle you want to play to start.

There are different modes available in Online Battle, including some that you can unlock
by meeting certain conditions. Keep playing until you've unlocked them all!
Regular Battle
Ranked Battle

About Online Matchmaking
Previous Page

When you participate in an online battle,
the opponents you're matched up against
will change based on your Hero Grade
and Battle Rank.

Hero Grade

This varies in level from 1 to 99 based on how much Hero Power you earn from
participating in Regular and Ranked Battles.

Battle Rank

Ranks run from D- to S+, and are based on experience earned from Ranked
Battles.

A typical one-on-one battle. Participating in Regular Battles will increase
your Hero Grade.
A one-on-one match with results tracked by a ranking system. Participating
in Ranked Battles will change your Battle Rank. Rules for these battles
change at different times of day. Your Hero Grade must be at least 5
to participate.

Limited Battle (pg. 13)

A type of battle that's only available on certain occasions. Choose cards
from a list based on a specific theme to build your deck.

Friend Battle (pg. 13)

A mode that lets you face off one-on-one against a friend.

Ultimate DB Cup

An online tournament held only on limited occasions. Open to all players.

Next Page
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Network Battles (2)
Local Battles

Limited Battles
Choose cards from a list based on a specific theme to build your deck and fight in Limited Battles.
You can earn different rewards based on your number of wins during the Limited Battle event
period. Once you've used a card in battle it will no longer be available to you, however.
If you run out of cards, you'll be unable to participate further until the end of that event period.

Friend Battles
With Friend Battles you can create rooms and invite friends, or join rooms created by friends
in order to participate in battles together. Select Create Room to create a room, and then set
the Battle Stage and other options. Once a friend enters your room, you can proceed to the Deck
Selection screen. To join a friend’s room, select Join Room. Pick a rom from the list and proceed
to the Room screen.
Previous Page

You can battle people in your area using the Switch's LAN functionality. Select Local Battle from
the Network Battle screen, then choose either Create Room or Join Room to get started.

Editing Stamps
Here you can make or confirm the stamps to send to opponents during Network Battles. Register
a stamp you've made in Stamp Creation to a directional button using Add Stamp and you can send
it to your opponent.
Stamp Creation

Use the materials you have to create stamps.

Add Stamp

Add a stamp to a directional button.

Materials List

View all the materials you have.

Stamp List

View the stamps you've made. You can also edit and delete stamps here.

Next Page

View Profile

Room

Room

Here you can see a record of your achievements
in online battles, change your favourite cards,
and edit your Message. This profile will be visible
to other players.
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Hero Lab
Take on Hero Lab missions here to learn about battles, and play minigames.
You can also start Story Mode by examining the object (transfer device) in the centre.

Hero Lab Missions

Playing Minigames

Talk to Lulu in the Hero Lab to take on a Tutorial Mission or Puzzle Mission. Whichever mission
you choose, you will receive a reward the first time you complete it.

Tutorial Missions
Learn about topics by actually playing them, such
as Card Battle Types (p. 28), how to use Abilities
(p. 30), CAA/TAA (p. 31), and others.

Previous Page

Puzzle Missions
Learn about topics by actually playing them,
such as Battle Modules (p. 24) and the Abilities
of certain characters.

By talking to Molle inside a facility, you can pay Zeni to play games such as Charge Impact
Challenge and Universe Big Roulette!
See p. 27 for an explanation of how to play Charge Impact Battle.

Charge Impact Challenge
You can take part in three rounds of Charge
Impact Battles. Select the difficulty level to play.
You will win accessories or items based on the
number of times you win. Win rare accessories
by scoring a Perfect victory.

Next Page

Universe Big Roulette!
In this minigame, you spin a roulette wheel and
win the item it stops on. You can play up to five
times per game.
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Hero Stadium
Seek victory in battle over NPCs by fighting in various tournaments.
Win a tournament and you'll have the chance to enter even more tournaments!

Entering Tournaments
To enter a tournament, talk to Moden in the Hero
Stadium. Tournaments are divided into Prelims
and Main Bouts. Win Main Bouts to achieve
victory in tournaments. You can view the
rewards for winning a tournament by selecting
it in the Select Tournament screen and pressing
the X Button.

Previous Page

Tournament Prelims
There are two rounds of Tournament Prelims,
both of which involve competing for the highest
score after the battle is over.
If you achieve a score in the top 50 during the
first round of the battle, you will be able to continue
on to the second round. If your score at the end
of the second round is in the top eight, you will
be allowed to continue out to the Main Bouts.

Tournament Ranks
There are five Tournament Ranks from D to S,
and by winning a tournament, you can take
on a tournament of the next higher rank.
If you can complete an S Rank tournament,
you can then take on a Secret Battle.

Main Bouts

Next Page

In the Main Bouts, you battle it out with other
opponents who made it through the Prelims
in a tournament system. Win, and you will
receive rewards as well as the ability to take
on the next tournament rank.
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Shop
Use Zeni to buy accessories and items, or Gacha Tickets to obtain cards.
You can also purchase materials to make custom cards.

Accessory Shop

Creation Shop
You can buy items for creating custom cards
(p. 20), such as blank cards and character stickers.
Use the L and R buttons to change the category,
the Y Button to change the sort order, and
the X Button to view detailed information.

Previous Page

You can buy accessories to set in a Custom Deck
(p. 22). Use the L and R buttons to change the
category, the Y Button to change the sort order,
and the X Button to view detailed information
about the accessory.

Item Shop
You can buy items to use in battle such as EXPUp
and HPUp. Use the L and R buttons to change
the category, and the X Button to view detailed
information.

Gacha Shop

Next Page

You can use Gacha Tickets and Gacha Tickets
(Rare) to obtain cards from Card Gacha, or buy
accessories from Accessory Gacha with Zeni.
Use the L and R buttons to change the category
in Card Gacha, the Directional Buttons to select
the Mission Number, and the X Button to view
the Discard List. If you win a card you already
own, it will be automatically converted into Ticket
Pieces. Exchange Ticket Pieces for Gacha Tickets
or Gacha Tickets (Rare) once you have enough with Exchange Ticket(s).
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Arcade Mode (1)
Play the arcade version of the Mission Mode. Journey through different ages and face off against legendary Super Warriors.
Some ages even feature special scenes and unique missions.

How to Play Arcade Mode

Understanding the Mission Selection Screen

From the Age Selection screen, choose the age
you'd like to play, then select the mission square
of your choice from the map to start a battle.
In Arcade Mode, you not only gain rewards
for winning a battle, you can also earn EXP
from the Porunga Super Big Bonus.

Select an age from the Age Selection screen and it will bring up the Mission Selection screen.
Select the mission to play and start the battle.
Locked
Mission

Name of Current
Age

Meet the conditions
to unlock missions.

Enemy Strength

Previous Page

Enemy Team
Members

The more stars, the
stronger the enemies.

Age Selection Screen
Some ages have special maps or battle settings.
You can see an outline of the details for each age
under Age Info, as well as what type of special
battle to expect by checking the icon in the upper
right.

Ultra Completion
Conditions

Mission Difficulty

Next Page

Each mission has a difficulty setting. These are, in ascending order, Easy, Normal, Hard,
Boss, Super Boss, and God Boss. The colour of the mission icon will also differ depending
on the difficulty.

Age Info
Indicates an age with a Super Dragon Ball Battle (p. 29) mission.
Indicates an Indicates an age with a Porunga Super Dragon Ball Battle (p. 29) mission.

Easy/
Normal

Hard

Boss

Super Boss

God Boss
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Indicates an age with a Zen-Oh Orb Battle (p. 29) mission.
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Arcade Mode (2)
Special Missions

Secret Missions

Some ages have special missions that are different from normal missions. These missions may
allow you to advance through the map via a different route or choose a companion to accompany
you in battle.

Alternate Route Missions

These missions are unlocked by meeting
certain conditions. They can be found
by completing adjacent missions or achieving
Legendary Completion (p. 26), among other
things.

Some missions lead to branching routes.
Successfully complete the mission at the base
of one of these branches while having met the
required conditions to proceed along an alternate
branch.

Previous Page

Next Page

Ally Selection Missions
These are missions where you choose an ally
from a list of Super Warriors to join you in battle.
In these missions, you make a deck of six cards
and then start the battle. When the fighting
starts, the Super Warrior you chose at the outset
will join in as your seventh card.
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Arcade Mode (3)
Special Ages

Previous Page

Dark Demon God Buu Saga

Super Namekian Saga

Mechikabura Revival Saga

This age has a completion rate setting. Each time you complete
a mission, your completion rate will increase. Achieve a certain
completion rate to earn a bonus the next time you complete
a mission.

In this age, you will fight against two forces. The map has %
Defeated values associated with it. Complete missions to thin
out the enemy forces and increase the % Defeated. Once the
% Defeated values reach a certain level, new missions will
become available.

In this age, you will seek the pinnacle of a tower. As you
complete the newest missions, the next missions will become
available. Also, if you complete a specific mission while
satisfying the necessary conditions, a new route will open up.

Dark Broly Saga

Janemba: Xeno Saga

This age is split into multiple areas.
Each area’s missions has special effects,
such as damage received each round,
increased stamina, and so on. Also
note that some missions will give you
an EXPUp, CamaraderieUp or other
bonus when you complete them.

In this age, you roll dice to move around
the map. The map has multiple levels.
Find the three keys hidden around the
map in order to proceed to the next level.
There are also treasure chests in treasure
squares on the map. Open these
to obtain various Treasure Bonuses such
as EXPUps, CamaraderieUps, and so on.

Return to Table of Contents
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Creation Mode (1)
You can use Edit Card to create card based on Blank Cards.
Use Edit Mission to create original missions based on the cards you own.

Edit Card
How to Create a Card

With Edit Card, you can create custom cards
(player-created cards) with the materials you
own. You can also check a list of the cards you
have created with Custom Card List, or check
a list of the materials you own with Materials
List. You can create up to a maximum of 350
Custom Cards.

Select the blank card to use and register
it in a slot. After you register a card,
the Menu screen will appear. Select
items to set the card’s attributes (stats,
abilities, and Super Attack) and
appearance. Note that you will
use the stat points of that blank
card to set the card’s attributes.

Custom cards you've created cannot be used
in Arcade Mode and Network Battles.
Previous Page

Next Page

Create New Card
Create an original new card by pasting a Character Sticker on a Blank Card and allocating stats.
The materials necessary to create cards can be obtained as rewards with Play Mission in Story
Mode or Creation Mode, or purchased from the shop.

Custom Card List
You can edit, view, or sell a created Custom Card, edit comments, change a blank card,
reset a card, or use Custom Points to increase the stat points on a card.
Custom points can be acquired by selling blank cards.

Materials List

Set Main Character

Select the character you wish to appear in battle.

Set Card Appearance

You can change the background, frame, and so on.

Set Attack Style

Select the attack style of normal attacks (melee/Ki Blasts)
for Hero type only.

Set Stats

Set HP, Power, Guard, and Charge Impact Speed.

Set Super Attack (p. 27)

Use materials (accessory stickers) to set the Super Attack.

Set Abilities (p. 30)

Use materials (accessory stickers) to set the ability.

Set CAAs/TAAs (p. 31)

Use materials (accessory stickers) to set the CAAs/TAAs (p. 31).

Set Unit Effects (p. 28)

Use materials (accessory stickers) to set the Ultimate Unit Attack.

Complete

Once you enter your note and complete the card, you can use
it in battle.

You can view a list of all the materials you own. Use the Y Button to search or sort,
and the L and R buttons to change the category.

Return to Table of Contents
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Creation Mode (2)
Edit Mission

Play Mission

Use Edit Mission to create original missions to upload
to the game server. Select the slot for registering
a mission, place the decks and cards to use, and
choose the items to set from the menu.
After you create a mission, actually play it and achieve
victory in Battle Check. Once you have done this,
you can upload that mission.

You can connect to the game server and play missions created by players around the world.
Use the menu below to search for a mission to play.

Open Menu

Previous Page

Press the Y Button in the Deck Settings screen
to display the Open menu. Select the items
to set from the Open menu and create the mission.
Once all settings are finished, select Complete.

Search Missions

Search for missions that match the specified conditions.

Pick-Up Missions

Play missions never played by others.

New Missions

View newly uploaded missions.

Official Missions

View officially distributed missions.

Rankings

View various mission rankings.

My Data
Under My Data, you can see your play history,
the missions you have created, your friends,
your favourite missions, and a list of creators.

Deck

Set the cards and accessories you wish to appear in the mission.

Charge Impact

Set the Charge Impact type and strength for each card.

Card Position

Set card positions for each round.

Battle Rules

Set play limits, battle systems, and other battle settings. Note that the number
of different items you can set will increase as you upload and play missions.

Mission

Set the mission name, battle stage, background music, and rewards.

Complete

Finish editing the mission and perform a battle check.

Next Page

View Rewards
Select View Rewards in the top right of the Creation Mode screen to see the rewards you can earn
by playing in this mode as well as the conditions, and to receive the rewards. Possible rewards
include Gacha Tickets, materials for custom cards, and various other items.
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Deck Creation (1)
You can create a deck using cards you own.
Make sure to check each card's abilities and use the best combination to create a powerful deck!

Types of Decks

Deck Options

There are two types of decks: the Custom Decks
that you can use in Story Mode, Creation Mode,
and the Hero Stadium, and Simple Decks that
you can use outside Story Mode and the Hero
Stadium.
You can also use custom cards and accessories
created in Creation Mode in Custom Decks.

Press the Y Button in the Deck Creation screen
to change the deck name, copy, or delete.

Registering Cards

Deck Creation Screen
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Select the deck to edit and up to a maximum of seven cards to include in the deck. You can also
equip accessories (p. 23) on the cards in a Custom Deck.
Deck Names

Select a card or empty data frame and press the A Button to open the Card Registration screen
where you can swap cards. First, select the card to swap and press the A Button to remove that
card from the deck. Next, select the card to add to the deck from the list of cards you own and
insert it into the empty data frame.

You can create up to a maximum of 50 sets.

Card Information
You can view card information by using the cursor
to select a card and pressing the X Button.

Selected Card

Accessory Panel
Empty Data Frame
You can register a card here.

This only appears for a custom deck. When
an accessory is set, this appears brighter.
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List of Cards
You Own
Press the A button
to add the card
to the deck.

Current Deck
Press the A Button
to remove the card
from the deck.
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Deck Creation (2)
How to Read a Card

Equipping Accessories

When you select a card, the artwork on that card and its capabilities, including stats, abilities, and
Super Attacks, will appear. You can also press the X Button to switch the view and check the card’s
detailed information.
Card Name

Special Ability (p. 31)
Ultimate Unit (p. 28)
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CAAs/TAAs and other information
appears.

Battle Type (p. 28)
Abilities (p. 30)

Stats
Super Attack
Super Attack name and needed Hero
Energy (p. 27).

You can equip an accessory on a card in a custom
deck by selecting the accessory icon from the
Deck Creation screen. Note that there are four
accessory categories, and you can equip one
accessory for each. To equip, select the category
followed by the accessory to equip. You can also
press the Y Button to search for an accessory by
rarity or keyword, or to change the sorting. Press
the X button to switch the displayed information.
Stats

Equip these to change a card's stats.

Super
Attack

Equip to change a card's Super Attack in battle.

Ability

Equip to use an ability assigned to a accessory.

Special

Equip to gain the CAA, TAA, or another special ability granted to the accessory.
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Search and Sort Cards
Press the Y Button on the Add Card screen and
you'll be able to search and sort your cards.
If you're having trouble finding a certain card,
try searching by Rarity or Ability (p. 30).

About Special Accessories
By equipping a special accessory, you lose the ability to use the CAA/TAA that you had
learned from the start. Also note that accessories named “XX Unit” also are L or S1 to S4,
and when you equip each accessory and engage in battle, you gain the ability to use
an Ultimate Unit Attack.
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Starting a Battle
After selecting a mission and opponent to take on in each mode, next you select the deck to use, the round where the Super Hero Robo activates, and the items to use.

Card Registration Screen

Selecting the Round Your Super Hero Robo Activates

The Card Registration screen lets you select
and edit a deck. Select Deck Selection or Card
Selection and prepare for battle.

Use the L or R button to pick the round in which your Super Hero Robo will activate the Battle
Module. You can also select the Battle Module with the Directional Buttons and press the Y Button
to confirm detailed information.
Battle Module Name
Battle Module Effects
Team Bonus

Selecting a Deck
Previous Page

This bonus is reflected at the start
of a battle or in the results. The total
of bonuses indicated on the Battle Modules
for the selected round is reflected.

Choose Deck Selection to display the Deck Creation screen. The Deck Creation screen lets
you change or edit the deck to use. Select a deck with the L or R button.

Selecting Cards

Next Page

Battle Module List

You can change the cards in a deck by choosing Card Selection. Check the conditions of Ultra
Completion and Legendary Completion and change the cards based on the mission or opponent
you are taking on.

Selecting an Item
If you have one or more items, a screen for
selecting items to use in battle will appear. First,
pick the type of item to use. Next, use the L and
R buttons to pick the grade, and change it to
Selected with the Directional Buttons or the Left
Stick. Note that you can only use one item per
type. Pick the items and select Finished to start
the battle.
Also, items cannot be used in Creation Mode missions.
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Fighting a Battle (1)
Battles are fought in rounds in this game. Check your team’s power levels and cards at the start of each round.
Place a card in the Attack Area or Support Area to engage in battle.

The Battle Screen
Your Team’s Power Level

Card

Enemy Team Info

You can increase your power level by using
stamina or special abilities. In a Power Level
Battle (p. 27), your team will attack first
if your power level is higher than the enemy’s.

Your enemy’s HP, Power Level, and Hero
Energy. Power Level is also displayed
during a Power Level Battle.

Super Attack Icon

Hero Energy (p. 27)
Previous Page

This appears if a Super Attack can
be used.

Your Team’s Deck

Next Page

Stamina

Attack Area

Ability Icon

After the Power Level Battle, the
card placed in this area will be used
to attack the enemy.

This appears when the activation
conditions for the ability (p. 30) have
been satisfied. The icon colour will
differ depending on the type of ability.

Current HP
Support Area
Place a card in this area to recover
stamina.

Time Limit
Once the time reaches 0, the Power
Level Battle will begin.

Place this in the Attack Area
to consume Stamina and increase
Power Level. The glowing part
of the gauge indicates the amount
of Stamina that is consumed.

Pause Menu
Press the + Button during a battle to display the Pause menu. In the Pause menu you can
retire from a battle, or check your deck or an ally’s deck.
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Fighting a Battle (2)
The Flow of Battle

Prep Phase

Battles occur in the following three stages. After the Attack Phase is finished, the next round
begins. Achieve victory by reducing the enemy team’s HP to 0. Likewise, if your team’s HP reaches 0,
you will lose. If neither side wins by the end of the final round, then victory will be determined by Grade.

During the Prep Phase you place cards in the Attack
Area or Support Area. Use the L and R buttons to select
cards and place them in areas. You can also select all
cards to move them together by pressing the Y Button.

Attack Area
Prep Phase
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Power Level Battle

Attack Phase
(Charge Impact Battle)

Ultra Completion and Legendary Completion
In some battles, you can earn a score
bonus by completing the battle while
meeting certain specific conditions.
Conditions for Ultra Completion could
be, for instance, “always attack first”
or “win within two rounds.” Possible
conditions for Legendary Completion
include “win with the Super Attack
of a specific card” or “include a specific
card in your deck.” Also note that by achieving Legendary Completion in Arcade Mode,
sometimes you can unlock new missions or routes. You can view these completion
conditions at the start of a battle or on the Mission Selection screen.

Place cards participating in the attack in this area.
There are three lines. The higher the line, the more
Stamina is consumed, and the more your team’s overall
Power Level is increased. When the Prep Phase ends,
whichever team has the higher Power Level wins the
Power Level Battle (p. 27) and attacks first.
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Support Area
Place cards in this area to recover Stamina. Cards
in this area do not participate in the attack.
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Fighting a Battle (3)
Hero Energy

Attack Phase

Hero Energy is required to activate Super
Attacks, Ultimate Unit Attacks, and so on.
It increases by 1 each time Power Level exceeds
3,000, up to a maximum of 10.

The Attack Phase proceeds automatically, with your team and the enemy’s team both attacking
and defending. Attacks are basically carried out separately by battle type (p. 28). By damaging
the enemy’s team with attacks, you can reduce their HP. Members attacked by the enemy defend,
and your team’s HP is reduced when you are attacked. After both team’s attacks are finished,
the round ends.

Charge Impact Battle
If you press the button at the right timing
during an attack, then with some exceptions,
you can trigger a Charge Impact Battle. Press
the A Button at the right timing so that your gauge
fills more than the enemy’s gauge. The team with
the gauge that fills more is the one that wins,
which means that the damage they deal increases,
and the damage they receive decreases. You can
also achieve an even higher effect by winning with
a completely full gauge (Perfect). There is also a certain probability that a Miracle Perfect
will occur during a Charge Impact Battle, guaranteeing a full gauge.

Power Level Battle
Previous Page

If you press the A Button during the Prep Phase,
or if the time reaches 0, the Power Level Battle
will start. The Power Level of both teams will
be displayed, and the team with the higher
Power Level will win. The team that wins
the Power Level Battle will then attack first
in the main battle.
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Super Attacks and Pursuit Chances

Stunning
By attacking with a Ki Blast or a Super Attack, you can lower the enemy’s Stamina.
If the enemy’s Stamina reaches 0, that enemy will be stunned. Attacks against a stunned
enemy will do double damage.
The same applies to members of your own team who are attacked while stunned.

If you win a Charge Impact Battle when activation of a Super Attack is possible, that Super Attack
will be activated and inflict massive damage on the enemy. If you win a Charge Impact Battle
with only one card, and the Super Attack cannot be activated, then there is a certain probability
of a Pursuit Chance occurring and inflicting Pursuit damage on the enemy.
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Fighting a Battle (4)
Battle Types

Ultimate Unit

Each card has a battle type. Stats and attack types differ depending on the type.
Characteristics of Battle Types
Hero Type

This type has a high Guard and a good balance of stats.

Elite Type

This type is used for Ki Blast attacks and decreasing the enemy’s Stamina.

Berserker Type

This type has a lower Guard and a high Power.

Special Type

This type has special abilities. Only one of these may be included in a deck.

Co-Op Attack and Co-Op Bonus
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When two or more cards of the same battle type
are used in an attack, this results in a Co-Op
Attack as both are used at the same time
to attack the enemy. If you also achieve a Perfect
or Miracle Perfect during the Charge Impact
Battle at this time, then a Co-Op Bonus will
also apply. The Co-Op Bonus differs depending
on the battle type, and is stronger the more
cards are used in the attack.
Co-Op Bonus by Battle Type
Hero Type

Increases your team’s Power Level.

Elite Type

Restores the Stamina of the cards involved in the Co-Op Attack.

Berserker Type

Decreases the enemy’s Hero Energy.

Ultimate Unit is a special effect that can
be triggered by satisfying the necessary conditions,
including the necessary members and Hero
Energy. When triggering of this effect becomes
possible, a glowing frame will appear in the
Attack Area. Move a specific card inside that
frame within the time limit. If you succeed, Hero
Energy will be consumed, and either the enemy
will be damaged or your team members will
be strengthened. Note that you can check the necessary members and Hero Energy in Deck
Selection on the Card Registration screen, in Hide/Show Details on the Card Selection screen,
or in Details on the Deck Creation screen.

Battle Modules
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Super Hero Robos appear during the Super Hero
Robo activation round. Follow the instructions
on the screen and set a Battle Module within
the time limit to trigger an effect based on that
Battle Module. Note that Capture Modules can
only be used in Arcade Mode.
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Special Battles
Depending on the mission, the battle system may involve a different set of rules. In a Super Dragon Ball Battle, a Porunga Super Dragon Ball Battle, or a Zen-Oh Orb Battle,
for example, the rules are very different.
Also, winning a Super Dragon Ball battle or a Zen-Oh Orb battle will earn you a Super Dragon Ball.

Super Dragon Ball Battle

Zen-Oh Orb Battle

In this type of battle, you fight over Super Dragon
Balls with various effects. If you win a Charge
Impact Battle, you can steal a Super Dragon Ball.
Likewise, if you lose, the enemy can steal your
Super Dragon Ball. Meet the right conditions
in battle to increase the Super Dragon Ball's
level and improve the benefits it gives you
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This battle features the Zen-Oh Orb, which
produces a variety of effects. The orb increases
in level after a certain amount of Battle Stars
have been collected, powering up its effects.
Conditions required to gain Battle Stars are
displayed after the Power Level Battle Phase.

Porunga Super Dragon Ball Battle

Rewards of Special Battles

Fight this type of battle to obtain a Porunga
Super Dragon Ball. If you win a Charge Impact
Battle during both attacking and defending, you
will obtain a number of Porunga Super Dragon
Balls equal to the number of attackers. Collect
seven of these in battle to summon Porunga and
get a chance to win something from the Porunga
Super Battle Slot. Press the A Button to stop the
scrolling options and activate the effect shown
in the slot. If you're lucky and the Bonus Icon is also displayed in the slot, the Porunga Super Big
Bonus (p. 33) will begin immediately after the battle.
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• Super Dragon Ball Battle
Win the battle in possession of the Super Dragon Ball to get a bonus to your score
and to keep the Super Dragon Ball.
• Porunga Super Dragon Ball Battle
Gain a bonus to your score based on the number of Porunga Super Dragon Balls
you collected.
• Zen-Oh Orb Battle
Win the battle to gain a bonus to your score based on the Zen-Oh Orb level and to receive
a Super Dragon Ball.
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Ability
Each card has one or more abilities that activate during battles.
There are many different abilities, and activating them in combination will give you an advantage in battle.

Types of Abilities

Link Abilities

There are four different types of abilities, and they activate in battle when their conditions are met.

Team That Used Ability

These are abilities that activate when you place
the card in the Support Area, causing a Link Line
to appear. Connect the Link Line to a member
of your team to activate its effects, which may
restore Stamina, allow you to ignore the Hero
Energy level, enable the activation of a Super
Attack, and so on.

Ability Name

Automatic Abilities

Ability Effects
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Attack Abilities
These are abilities that activate when you place the card in the Attack Area. Effects include
increasing the damage inflicted on the enemy, decreasing the enemy’s stats, and so on.

These are abilities that activate automatically
according to a predetermined timing. Effects
include doubling a card’s Power Level or inflicted
damage, changing the speed at which the gauge
fills up during a Charge Impact Battle, and so on.
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Support Abilities
These are abilities that activate when you place the card in the Support Area. Effects include
nullifying the enemy’s abilities, increasing your team’s Hero Energy, and so on.
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Special Abilities
In addition to these four ability types, there are also special abilities that can be activated by touching or swiping a card.
You can check the activation conditions for an ability in the Card Registration screen.

CAA (Card Action Abilities)

TAA (Touch Action Abilities)

A CAA can be activated by performing the correct
actions on a card in order to satisfy its activation
conditions. For instance, you might need to move
the card as if drawing a circle, or as if drawing
letters displayed on the screen.
In some cases, after the CAA succeeds, you can
power up the CAA effect by doing additional
actions, at which point the CAA will be “Aced!”
You can check the detailed information for a card
with CAA effects in the Card Registration screen.
Previous Page

A TAA activates when the activation conditions
are met, and the player swipes the enemy
in a cutting motion, or continuously touches
a specific area on the screen. After successfully
doing this, follow the instructions on the screen
and touch or swipe. If you succeed in performing
all of the actions, an additional effect will be
applied. You can check the detailed information
for a card with TAA effects in the Card
Registration screen.

Transform
Lock-On
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TAA Effects

CAA Effects
This card action is activated when it is used as an attacker from the 2nd round
onwards. If this succeeds, the card transforms and increases abilities and the
amount of damage dealt to the enemy.
When this card is used as an attacker during the activation of a Super Attack,
it attacks the locked-on enemy. This hits the enemy with a first attack without
participating in any Co-Op Attack.

Burst

This CAA increases the damage inflicted on the enemy during a Super Attack.

Draw

Draw Mode is entered from the second round on. If the player succeeds, this card
will absorb HP from the enemy while doing more damage.

Counter Rush

When this card is used as an attacker and your team’s HP is at 50% or lower,
one of the enemy’s attacks is cancelled, and the enemy is hit with damage.
An additional effect is added if a Perfect Rush is achieved.

Super Energy
Super Slash
Super Star Break
Shenron/Dark
Shenron

Super Energy Mode is entered from the second round on. This card inflicts
damage on the enemy according to Hero Energy. “Ace” the TAA to hit the enemy
with an additional effect.
Super Slash Mode is entered from the second round on, inflicting damage
on the enemy. A successful Perfect Slash will hit the enemy with an additional
weakening effect.
Super Star Break Mode is entered from the second round on, inflicting
damage on the enemy. A successful Full Power will hit the enemy with
an additional effect.
Perform a touch action to select from two wish effects. If you maximize
the power of your wish with the touch action, an additional effect will be applied.

Super Ability

Note that not all CAA effects are described here.

If in addition to the member with the Super Ability, the Hero Avatar is also present, then this will
be activated if specific conditions are met. Once this is activated, it will summon a Super Warrior
from subspace, repeating super powerful attacks or special effects.
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Results Screen (1)
The Results screen appears after the battle is over.
This screen shows your score, the items you got, Battle Modules, and so on.

Total Score Screen

EXP Gained Screen

The Total Score screen appears after
the battle is over. The score you can achieve
will differ depending on the details of the battle,
the Battle System, and so on.
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Check the EXP your Hero Avatar earned in battle. Your Hero Avatar will level up and receive stat
improvements after earning a certain amount of EXP.

Camaraderie Earned Screen

Results Screen
This screen appears if you press the A Button on the Total Score screen, and shows the items you
got along with Zeni, Battle Modules, EXP, Camaraderie, and Bond Power on each page. Note that
if you get an item that you already have, it will be converted into Zeni. If there are no open slots
when you get a Battle Module, then the newly acquired Battle Module can be used to replace
the Battle Module you had previously in your set. The discarded Battle Module will be converted
to EXP.

Check how much your Camaraderie with your
Super Warriors increased after a battle. The
Camaraderie Level will go up after Camaraderie
reaches a certain number, causing the Hero
Avatar’s stats to improve, and allowing the Hero
Avatar to learn a new Super Attack.
Camaraderie increases when you take an ally
into battle.
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Bond Power Earned Screen
Check how much your Bond Power with your
ally increased after a battle. Once Bond Power
increases a certain amount, this will level
up Bond Level and you will receive a reward.
In addition, once Bond Level passes a certain
threshold, your character will achieve Super
Class, which changes both appearance and
capabilities.
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Results Screen (2)
Porunga Super Big Bonus

Wishing to Super Shenron

If you win a Big Bonus in the Porunga Super Slot
of the Porunga Super Dragon Ball Battle, the
Porunga Super Big Bonus will start after the battle
is finished. Spin a roulette wheel and win the
item or Camaraderie Bonus it stops on. If it stops
on BIG BONUS, then you will win the EXP you’ve
earned in Story Mode or Arcade Mode.

Collect seven Super Dragon Balls by winning
special battles to summon Super Shenron after
the final battle. Super Shenron can then grant
you a wish. After you've made your wish, you'll
lose possession of the Super Dragon Balls.

List of Wishes
Change Avatar
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Greatly Increase
My EXP!
Greatly Increase
My Camaraderie!
Additional Module
Slot
Wish for a Shenron
Medal
Wish for a Battle
Module
Teach me a Super
Attack!
Teach Me an Ability!

Promote Avatar
to Super Class

This changes the race of your Hero Avatar. It will be returned to level 1,
but some stats will be carried over. You'll also retain any benefits gained
using your Camaraderie Bonus.
Increases EXP earned by 500.
Increases the Camaraderie of three randomly selected characters.
Increases the number of modules available on your Super Hero Robo.
Grants you a Shenron Medal. Good things may happen if you collect these.
Grants you a rare Battle Module.
Your Hero Avatar will learn a new Super Attack.

Capture Log
You can view the enemies you registered
in the log by successfully taking pictures with
the Capture Battle Module during a battle. You
can also use the Summon Module to summon
and use any captured enemies starting with the
next battle. Using a Summon Module gives you
access to an eighth Super Warrior during battle!
Note: Only enemies listed as Capturable on the
Mission Selection screen can be entered into
the Capture Log.

Allows Saiyan Hero Avatars to learn to use the Transformation Ability
Super Saiyan, Super Saiyan 2, and Super Saiyan 3.
Note: If the necessary conditions have not been met, this option will
not appear.
Promotes your Hero Avatar to Super Class. It will be returned to level 1, but
some stats will be carried over. You'll also retain any benefits gained using
your Camaraderie Bonus. When you promote your avatar’s class, this item
name will change from Super Class to Ultimate Class, then to God Class,
and finally Super God.
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